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Abstract In several real-world node-label prediction problems on graphs, in fields ranging from computational biology to World-Wide-Web analysis, nodes can be partitioned
into categories different from the classes to be predicted, on
the basis of their characteristics or their common properties.
Such partitions may provide further information about node
classification that classical machine learning algorithms do
not take into account. We introduce a novel family of parametric Hopfield networks (m-Category Hopfield Networks)
and a novel algorithm (Hopfield Multi-Category – HoMCat),
designed to appropriately exploit the presence of propertybased partitions of nodes into multiple categories. Moreover,
the proposed model adopts a cost-sensitive learning strategy to prevent the remarkable decay in performance usually observed when instance labels are unbalanced, that is
when one class of labels is highly under-represented than
the other one. We validate the proposed model on both synthetic and real-world data, in the context of multi-species
function prediction, where the classes to be predicted are
the Gene Ontology terms and the categories the different
species in the multi-species protein network. We carried out
an intensive experimental validation, which on the one hand
compares HoMCat with several state-of-the-art graph-based
algorithms, and on the other hand reveals that exploiting
meaningful prior partitions of input data can substantially
improve classification performances.
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1 Introduction
In many problems where instances can be directly associated
according to different levels of semantic relationship, and
where vector-based representations can be very expensive to
use, graph-based learning is an effective and well-exploited
alternative to traditional feature-based learning [6]. In graphbased representations, instances are nodes and their pairwise
relationships the edges connecting them. When classifying
web pages, for example, edge weights may incorporate information about hyperlinks; or when predicting a user location starting from a few known positions obtained from
users who allow geo-tagging their tweets, edge weights describe the follower relationships in the Twitter follower network [13].
In this context, several problems can be modeled as supervised or semi-supervised label prediction problems in partially labeled graphs, where node labels are known only for
a subset of instances; the aim is to predict the labels of unlabeled instances by exploiting both the known labels and the
topology of the network [6, 51]. Many methods have been
proposed through the years to learn node labels in graphs.
Early approaches exploited the so called guilt-by-association
(GBA) rule, which makes predictions based on the majority or weighted majority of labels in the direct neighborhood, assuming that interacting nodes are likely to share
similar properties [38, 57]. Analogously, k-nearest neighborhood (kNN) methods consider only the labels of the k most
similar neighbors [32]; in turn, shared similarity metrics,
as those proposed in [28, 18], can be introduced to generalize the notion of pairwise-similarity among nodes by taking into account the contribution of shared neighbors [14,
9]. Other methodologies predict labels by propagating node
labels to neighbors with an iterative process until convergence [70, 69], or by evaluating the functional flows through
the nodes of the graph [62, 49]. Random Walks (RW) have
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also been applied to tune the probability to reach a given
node through a probabilistic path starting from positive instances [59,4,30]. Other relevant studies used techniques
based on Markov [15,11] and Gaussian Random Fields [60,
44, 43], Support Vector Machines [66], kernelized score functions [54,55], communities [42] and co-citations [8]. Hopfield networks (HNs) have also been adopted in this context
for their efficient local optimization capabilities [29,7, 21].
Despite their proven effectiveness, these methods neglect the existence of “prior partitions” of input instances
into categories (apart from the class being predicted), which
is naturally present in several real-world problems. For instance, when analyzing the impulse buying for a given population of consumers, impulse purchases depend on several
factors, including the consumers’ emotional and cognitive
reactions, and the shopping/marketing environment. In this
context, individuals can be naturally partitioned into categories according to their demographics and socio-cultural
characteristics, which are a central factor influencing the impulse buying [48]. Analogously, in personalized medicine,
patient profiles naturally induce categorical partitions of patients useful for determining the prognosis and/or the diagnosis of patients. For instance, the prediction of in-hospital mortality of Intensive Care Unit (ICU) patients depends
on several features, such as age, gender, height, and several
time series variables for which multiple observations could
be available (e.g. cholesterol, glucose, blood pressure). When
predicting which patients survived their hospitalizations, a
key information is the categorization of patients according
to their ICUType (i.e. Coronary Care Unit, Cardiac Surgery
Recovery Unit, etc.), defined as the reason for admitting patients at recovery [58]. Moving to an ecological scenario,
soil types represent significant categories in the context of
the classification of forest cover types (for instance detecting
a given bush under examination) on the basis of physical features describing the forest area (elevation, slope, etc.) [24].
Besides this problem, most of the mentioned machine
learning methods tend to suffer a decay in performance when
labelings in input data are unbalanced, e.g. when positive
examples are significantly fewer than those negative, and
imbalance-aware strategies are required [16,67,35,34]. Unfortunately, several graph-based prediction problems are characterized by strongly unbalanced labelings [13,53,21].
We propose HoMCat (Hopfield Multi-Category network),
a novel semi-supervised method for predicting node labels
in graphs, which is designed to explicitly take into account
both the prior partition of input instances into categories
and the imbalance of node labeling. HoMCat is a parametric Hopfield network with discrete binary neurons, where,
unlike classical HNs, neurons are divided a priori in m ≥ 2
disjoint groups, each one associated with a dedicated couple of activation values, that become parameters to be automatically learned. This allows the model to exploit the
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different topology of every category sub-graph, while preserving the global energy minimization property. The parameters are learned through a cost-sensitive strategy, which
explicitly increases the penalties of positive misclassification, allowing the overall labeling imbalance of input data
to be handled. In particular, it extends the cost-sensitive setting adopted in [21] to the multi-category context, and introduces a novel learning strategy which optimizes a criterion based on a “fuzzy-like” generalization of the classical
notions of positive and negative memberships to the class
being predicted. Moreover, we show that the time complexity of HoMCat grows only linearly with the number of categories, allowing its application in contexts where several
categories can be detected.
Exhaustive experimental procedures have been carried
out to validate the effectiveness of the learning procedure,
the predictive capabilities of the model, and its robustness to
noise. HoMCat has been compared with several supervised
and semi-supervised state-of-the-art methods in the multispecies prediction of protein functions, involving many eukaryotic and prokaryotic model organisms. The results suggest that properly exploiting the partition of the input instances may considerably improve the accuracy and the precision of label prediction methodologies.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we formalize the Label Prediction in partially labeled Graphs (LPG)
problem; Sec. 3 is devoted to the description and properties of the Multi-Category Hopfield Network modeling the
LPG problems. HoMCat and its learning properties are introduced in Sec. 4, while in Sec. 5 we analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method on both synthetic data and
real-world computational biology problems. Concluding remarks end the paper, indicating also some perspectives for
future research work.
2 Label prediction in partially labeled graphs
characterized by multiple categories
W ) be a weighted graph, where V = {1, 2, . . . , n}
Let G = (V,W
is the set of vertices, W is the n × n weight matrix, and
Wi j ∈ [0, 1] represents a pre-computed similarity between instances i and j. Nodes in V are divided into m ≥ 2 disjoint
S
categories V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm , with m
/
k=1 Vk = V and Vi ∩V j = 0,
for i, j = 1, . . . , m and i 6= j.
For a given class to be predicted, the vertices in V are
labeled with {+, −}, but the labeling is known only for the
subset S ⊂ V , whereas it is unknown for U = V \ S. Moreover, labeled vertices are partitioned into positive S+ and
negative S− vertices. Without loss of generality, we consider
graphs with prevalence of negative vertices, since we can get
back to this condition by simply flipping node labels, when
positive vertices are the majority. The input labeling is considered unbalanced when ε = |S+ |/|S− |  1.
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The Label Prediction in partially labeled Graphs (LPG)
consists in determining a bipartition (U+ ,U− ) of vertices in
U. Vertices in U+ are then considered candidates for the positive class. In principle, different solutions can be detected
for an instance of the LPG problem, as well as several criteria may be chosen to assert the quality of each solution.
In the following we will consider the minimization of the
energy function of Hopfield networks as criterion for evaluating the quality of solutions.

3 Hopfield networks with neurons partitioned into
multiple categories
In this section we introduce a class of Hopfield networks
with binary neurons designed to exploit different types of instances (i.e. categories) in the input graph. We assume that
a partition of input instances in m ≥ 2 disjoint categories
V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm , is known a priori (see Sec. 2), owing to specific instance properties/characteristics. We further remark
that these categories are distinguished from the classes to be
predicted: within each category we may have nodes belonging to different classes (see Fig. 1).
Classical HNs do not consider any prior partition of neurons, which are characterized by two activation levels for
every neuron: −1 (or 0) for negative neurons and +1 for
positive ones. Several approaches have been proposed in the
literature to extend the HN model, ranging from associative memories [71,56,37], to optimization problems [17,40,
12] and system identification tasks [2]. The generalized HN
models focused mainly on the output functions of neurons,
which have been extended to have multiple inflection points.
In other words, they adopt neurons which can assume N different values, with N > 2 [71]. Other approaches extended
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HNs by considering neuron outputs as parametric functions,
which are learned according to the structure of the graph [7].
Nevertheless, in all these approaches no prior partitions of
neurons have been investigated.
In the proposed model, we extend HNs in another direction: in order to better fit the underlying “categorical” partition of the graph, we maintain binary neurons, but we allow
their output levels to vary with the category they belong to.
In other words, every category has its own pair of binary
outputs, which is assigned to all neurons in that category.
More precisely, we introduce a Hopfield model in which every category Vk is associated with a dedicated pair of acti(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
vation values {y1 , y2 }, with y1 < y2 , which in general
are different from the activation levels {−1(0), +1} of classical HNs. In order to reduce the number of parameters, and
accordingly the complexity of the model, each category Vk
is associated with a single parameter αk ∈ (0, π/2), and the
(k)
output levels for neurons in Vk are defined as y1 = − cos αk ,
(k)
for negative neurons, and y2 = sin αk for positive ones. It is
worth nothing that this approach also allows to improve the
results when unbalanced data are considered, as shown for
the “vanilla” parametric HN without categories [21].
Formally, a m-Category Hopfield Network H with neurons V = {1, 2, . . . , n} is a (m+3)-tuple H = W , b, α1 , . . . ,
αm , λ , where:
- W = (Wi j )|ni, j=1 is a n × n symmetric matrix with null
diagonal, whose elements Wi j ∈ [0, 1] represent the connection strength between neurons i and j;
- b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}n is a vector partitioning neurons into m
categories:
Vk = {i ∈ V |bi = k} for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}
- {α1 , α2 , . . . , αm } are real values in (0, π/2) denoting the
neuron activation values; more precisely, {− cos αk ,
sin αk } are the activation values for neurons i such that
bi = k, for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m};
- λ = (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn ) is a real vector representing neuron
activation thresholds.
The dynamics of the network is the following:
1. At time 0, an initial value xi (0) is given for each neuron
i.
2. At time t +1, each neuron i ∈ V is updated asynchronously (up to a permutation) by the following activation rule:

sin αbi if Ei (t + 1) > 0
(1)
xi (t + 1) =
− cos αbi if Ei (t + 1) ≤ 0
where Ei (t + 1) =

W ) into node categories
Fig. 1 Partition of the input graph G = (V,W
V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm . Square and circle nodes denote respectively positive and
negative instances to be predicted.

i−1

n

j=1

r=i+1

∑ Wi j x j (t + 1) + ∑

Wir xr (t) − λi , and

bi is the ith element of the vector b, denoting the membership
of ith neuron to the category Vbi .
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The state of the network at time t is x (t) = (x1 (t), x2 (t),
. . . , xn (t)). The main feature of a classical Hopfield network
is that it admits a Lyapunov function of the dynamics. In particular, let us consider the following quadratic state function
(energy function):

W us x s ) the energy funcE|xxs (xxu ) = − 21 x Tu W uu x u + x Tu (λ u −W
tion of HU|xxs .
The state x s is part of a global minimum of the energy
E if there is a state x u of neurons in U such that (xxu , x s ) is a
global minimum of E. The following property holds:

1
E(xx) = − x T W x + x T λ
2

Fact 3. (Sub-network property) If xs is part of an energy
global minimum of H , and x u is a global minimum of the
energy E|xxs (xxu ), then (xxu , x s ) is a energy global minimum of
H.

(2)

Analogously to classical HNs, a multi-category Hopfield network converges towards a local minimum of the energy function E, as stated by the following fact:
Fact 1. A m-Category Hopfield Network H = W , b , α1 , . . . ,
αm , λ with neurons V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and asynchronous dynamics (1), starting from any given network state, eventually
reaches a stable state at a local minimum of the energy function.
The proof is provided in Appendix A.
In the final part of the section, we extend the Sub-network property, holding for sub-networks of a Hopfield network [21], to the proposed multi-category Hopfield networks.
This property allows to focus learning and inference on a
specific sub-network of the global HN, while preserving the
overall convergence properties of the algorithm.
Given a m-Category Hopfield Network H = W , b , α1 ,
. . . , αm , λ , we recall that, according to the functional class
to be predicted, the set of neurons V is partitioned in the subsets U and S of unlabeled and labeled neurons, as described
in Sec. 2. Every state x of the network is thereby composed
of the sub-vectors xu and xs representing states of neurons in
U and S, respectively, that is x = (xxu , x s ). We can distinguish
the contributions of x u and x s to the energy function (2):
1 T
x W uu x u + x Ts W ss x s + x Tu W us x s
2 u

+xxTs W Tus x u + x Tu λ u + x Ts λ s
1
W us x s ) + D
= − x Tu W uu x u + x Tu (λ u −W
2

1
E(xxu , xs ) = − xTs W ss xs + xTs λ s + E|xxs (xxu )
2

(4)

By hypothesis, x u is a global minimum of E|xxs (xxu ) and, by
assuming (xxu , x s ) is not an energy global minimum of H ,
there exists a state x̂xu of neurons in U such that E(x̂xu , x s ) <
E(xxu , x s ). Then by (4), we have that E|xxs (x̂xu ) < E|xxs (xxu ),
which contradicts the hypothesis that x u is a global minimum of E|xxs (xxu ).
In our setting, we associate the given bipartition (S+ , S− )
of S with the sub-vector x̃xs of the state vector x̃x = (x̃xs , x̃xu ),
where for each i ∈ S:

sin αbi if i ∈ S+
(5)
x̃i =
− cos αbi if i ∈ S−
When for suitable b , α1 , α2 , . . . , αm the state x̃xs is part of a
energy global minimum of H , by the sub-network property
we may discover the hidden part relative to neurons in U by
minimizing the energy of HU|x̃xs .
4 An algorithm for node label prediction with
multi-category Hopfield networks

E(xxu , x s ) = −

(3)

where D = − 21 x Ts W ss x s + x Ts λ s is a constant term with re

W uu W us
spect to x u , W = W T W
, and λ = (λ u , λ s ).
us

Proof. From (3) it follows that

ss

When a state x s of neurons in S is given, we denote
with HU|xxs the Hopfield network restricted to neurons in U,
whose dynamics updates only such neurons and clamps to x s
the state of neurons in S. From the energy decomposition (3)
and the definition of Hopfield network, it is straightforward
to prove the following fact:
W us x s .
Fact 2. HU|xxs = W uu , b u , α1 , . . . , αm , λ u −W
Here bu is the sub-vector of b determining the partitions
of U into the given m categories. Moreover, we denote with

In this section we describe HoMCat (Hopfield Multi-Category network) a novel method for dealing with the LPG
problem based on m-Category Hopfield networks. In the following, we first provide a sketch of HoMCat, then we describe in detail each step of the algorithm.
Given the similarity matrix W and the vector b , which
determines the partition of neurons V = {1, 2, . . . , n} into m
non empty categories V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm , we consider the class of
m-Category Hopfield networks H = W , b , α1 , . . . , αm , λ
where λ = λ · e and e = (1, 1, . . . , 1), that is all neurons have
the same real activation threshold λ .
An instance of the LPG problem is given by the matrix W and the sets S+ and S− of positive and negative examples. We hypothesize that there exists a (m + 1)-tuple
(α1 , . . . , αm , λ ) such that:
- the solution of the problem corresponds to an energy
global minimum of H = W , b , α1 , . . . , αm , λ ;
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- x̃xs is part of an energy global minimum x̃x = (x̃xu , x̃xs ) of
H.
Then, by Fact 3, we can discover the hidden part x̃xu of x̃x by
minimizing the energy of the sub-network HU|x̃xs , provided
that the reached equilibrium state is a global minimum of
E|x̃xs (xxu ). Our aim is to exploit this property and, at the same
time, preserve the scalability of the algorithm on large-sized
data. From this standpoint, a Hopfield network represents
a suitable choice, since it can efficiently determine a minimum of the energy, although it does not ensure the achievement of a global minimum. Moreover, the choice of a local
optimizer is motivated by previous investigations about the
effectiveness of global methodologies (e.g. the min-cut algorithm [21]) in the context of the automated inference of protein functions: global optimizers have not significantly improved the performance with regard to local methods, while
increasing the time complexity [21, 47].
The procedure for solving the LPG problem is thereby
factorized into the following main steps:
Step A: learning the network parameters. Estimate the parameters (α1 , . . . , αm , λ ) such that the state x̃xs is part of a
minimum of the energy E, or as close as possible to a part
of a global minimum. This approximation is efficiently performed by learning the parameters for which the state x̃xs is
a fixed point (or close to a fixed point) of the sub-network
of labeled neurons.
Step B: discovering the unknown labels through the subnetwork dynamics. After choosing a suitable initial state,
run the sub-network HU|x̃xs with the estimated parameters
and reach a minimum x̃xu of the energy.
Finally, the solution (U+ ,U− ) of LPG is:
U+ = {i | x̃u,i > 0}
U− = {i | x̃u,i ≤ 0}
In the following we discuss in more details Step A (Sec. 4.1)
and Step B (Sec. 4.2) of the algorithm.

4.1 Learning the network parameters
The main goal of this step is to find the values of the parameters (α1 , . . . , αm , λ ) such that the state x̃xs is “close” to an
equilibrium state of the sub-network restricted to nodes in S.
In this section we describe the objective function adopted in
the learning step and the relative optimization procedure.

Objective function. When the network parameters p = (α1 ,
. . . , αm , λ ) = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm+1 ) are fixed, every neuron i ∈ S
has an internal energy Ai (pp) defined as follows:
Ai (pp) =

∑ (sin pbk Wik χk − cos pbk Wik (1 − χk )) − pm+1

k∈S

(6)

where χ is the characteristic vector of S+ (i.e. χk = 1 if
k ∈ S+ , χk = 0 otherwise). Note that Ai (pp) represents how
much a node i is linked with positive nodes with respect to
negative ones, taking also into account the category bk of
the neighboring nodes. The choice of the sine and cosine
functions ensures on the one hand that the neuron activation
values are limited, and on the other hand that, to counterbalance the large presence of negatives when the label imbalance in category Vk becomes higher, the activation value
for positive neurons increases with αk , due to the behaviour
of the sine function in the range (0, Pi/2), whereas the activation value for negative neurons decreases, considering the
opposite trend of the cosine function on the same interval.
Although effective, this choice is not the only possible, and
in principle any other couple of functions having a similar
behaviour may be used in lieu of sine and cosine.
By means of Ai (pp), we can define the following set of
membership functions that provide an extension of the notion of true positive T P = {i ∈ S+ |Ai (pp) > 0}, false negative FN = {i ∈ S+ |Ai (pp) ≤ 0}, and false positive FP = {i ∈
S− |Ai (pp) > 0}:

µT P (i, p ) = 12 π2 arctg(τ Ai (pp)) + 1 , i ∈ S+

(7)
µFN (i, p ) = 12 1 − π2 arctg(τ Ai (pp)) , i ∈ S+

µFP (i, p ) = 12 π2 arctg(τ Ai (pp)) + 1 , i ∈ S−
where τ is a positive real parameter. Indeed, it is easy to see
that µT P , µFN and µFP may assume values in the continuous
unitary range [0, 1]: for instance, if i ∈ S+ and τ Ai (pp) = 0,
we consistently obtain µT P (i, p ) = µFN (i, p ) = 0.5, while
if i ∈ S+ and τ Ai (pp) → ∞, we have that µT P (i, p) = 1 and
µFN (i, p ) = 0; in the intermediate cases we will have 0 <
µT P (i, p ) < 1 and 0 < µFN (i, p ) < 1.
Definition (7) provides an extension of the classical notion of crisp membership function; indeed, we obtain the traditional crisp membership values {0, 1} when τ → ∞; whereas, when τ is close to 0, the membership values tend to 0.5.
By means of this generalization, we can increase not only
the learning capability of the model, but even its overall performance; indeed, in Sec. 5.2.4 we will show that too large
values of τ decrease the predictive capability of the model.
In order to deal with data imbalance, we aim at learning
the parameters p by maximizing the following cost-sensitive
criterion, based on a F-score defined in terms of the above
membership functions:
2 ∑ µT P (i, p )
F-score( p ) =

i∈S+

2 ∑ µT P (i, p) + ∑ µFP (i, p) + ∑ µFN (i, p)
i∈S+

i∈S−

i∈S+

(8)
By observing that 0 ≤ F-score(pp) ≤ 1, this criterion is justified by the following:
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Fact 4. If F-score(pp) = 1, then x̃xs is an equilibrium state of
the sub-network HS = W ss , b s , α1 , . . . , αm , λ s .


Fig. 2 Pseudocode of the OptimizeParameters procedure.
Input:
- neuron set V , bipartition (U, S) of V
- bipartition (S+ , S− ) of S
- vector partitioning neurons into m categories b
- parameter vector p


W uu W us
- connection matrix W =
T
W us W ss

Proof. F-score(pp) = 1 means that:

∑ µFP (i, p ) = 0, ∑ µFN (i, p ) = 0

i∈S−

(9)

i∈S+

since both µFP and µFN are non negative by definition.
From (9) we have that µFP (i, p ) = 0 for each i ∈ S− (*),
and µFN (i, p ) = 0 for each i ∈ S+ (**). By definition, condition (*) implies that Ai (pp) ≤ 0 (precisely τ Ai (pp) → −∞)
for each i ∈ S− , and accordingly the update rule (1) does
not change its state; condition (**) leads to τ Ai (pp) → ∞
and hence Ai (pp) > 0 for each i ∈ S+ , and again the update
rule (1) does not change its state. Since S = S+ ∪ S− , the
sub-network HS is at equilibrium.

Optimization procedure. We aim at determining the values
p̂p of parameters p = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm+1 ) that maximize the
F-score criterion, that is:
p̂p = argmax F-score(pp)
p

The idea is to adopt an iterative and incremental procedure
aimed at improving the estimation of the single parameters
until a suitable criterion is met (e.g. convergence, number
of iterations, etc.). More precisely, for a fixed assignment
of parameters (p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pm+1 ), we estimate p̂i
with the value pi = argmax pi F-score(pp), i ∈ {1, . . . , m+1}.
The learning procedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Random permute the vector p to define a learning order, and fix an initial random assignment of parameters
(p1 , . . . , pm+1 );
2. Determine an estimate pi of p̂i with a standard line search
procedure for optimizing continuous functions of one variable, and fix pi = pi ;
3. Iterate Step 2 for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + 1};
4. Repeat Step 3 till a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Such approach, named simplest search method, has already
been successfully applied to neural network training [31].
At Step 2 we adopt the Brent algorithm, which combines
golden section search and successive parabolic interpolation
to determine a sequence of gradually more accurate estimations of a local optimum of a continuous function in a specified interval [10]. The algorithm can be stopped when the
difference of the estimates p at two subsequent iterations
falls below a given threshold, or when F-score improvements are lower than a fixed tolerance, or alternatively when
a maximum number (chosen a priori or adaptively) of iterations of Step 2 is reached.
Fig. 2 summarizes the high-level pseudocode of the optimization procedure. The function optimize realizes the

Function OptimizeParameters
begin algorithm
01:
Initialize(pp)
02:
repeat
03:
for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + 1} do
W ss )
04:
pi ← optimize(pp, i, b ,W
05:
pi ← pi
06:
end for
07:
until stopping criterion is met
08:
p←p
end algorithm
Output: p





procedure adopted at Step 2. The time complexity of this
function depends on the number of iterations to achieve convergence, which in turn depends on both the convergence
rate of the procedure optimize and the desired tolerance.
To speed-up the method, during the first iteration, we compute and fix the terms in the objective function (8) (F-score)
constant with regard to the parameter to be learned. The
W ss |), where |W
W ss | is the numcost of this operation is O(|W
ber of non-zero entries in the connection matrix W ss . Then,
from the second iteration till convergence, the update of the
F-score function can be done in O(|S|) time, and accordW ss |) (O(|S|)
ingly the complexity of this procedure is O(|W
when W ss is sparse). Finally, the overall complexity of the
W ss | · m), which inprocedure OptimizeParameters is O(|W
creases just linearly with the number of categories.

4.2 Discovering the unknown labels by sub-network
dynamics
After the computation of the optimal parameters p = (p1 ,
p2 , . . . , pm+1 ), we consider the sub-network HU|x̃xs = W uu ,
b u , α1 = p1 , . . . , αm = pm , λ u − W us x̃xs , where λ u is a vector of size |U| whose components are set to pm+1 , and x̃xs
is defined according to (5). Fixed the initial state xu,i = 0
for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |U|}, we run the sub-network HU|x̃xs
till convergence, to learn the unknown labels of neurons U
(see Appendix A for the convergence proof). The state xu,i
at time t + 1 is updated by the following rule:

xu,i (t + 1) =

sin αbu,i if E|x̃xs ,i (t + 1) > 0
− cos αbu,i if E|x̃xs ,i (t + 1) ≤ 0

Multi-Category Hopfield Networks
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where E|x̃xs ,i (t + 1) =

∑ Wi j xu, j (t + 1)+

j=1

7
|U|

∑

Wir xu,r (t) − θi ,

r=i+1

W us x̃xs and b u is the sub-vector of b corresponding
θ ≡ λ u −W
to the instances in U.
If x̃xu is the stable state reached by this dynamics, we
obtain the final solution (U+ ,U− ) by setting U+ = {i|x̃xu,i >
0} and U− = {i|x̃xu,i ≤ 0}. The time complexity of this step
is O(|Wuu | · h), where h is the number of iterations needed to
achieve convergence (on average h ' 2 in our experiments).
Finally, the overall time complexity of HoMCat procedure is O(|Wss | · m + |Wuu | · h), which is O(|S| · m + |U| · h)
when the connection matrix W is sparse.

5 Results and Discussion
In this section we first study the behavior of HoMCat on
synthetic data sets suitably generated to test its performance
on easy to complex scenarios, then we compare its predictive performances on real-world data sets with state-of-theart methodologies.

5.1 Experiments with synthetic data
To validate the proposed method and to test its effectiveness
against perturbations as well, we performed a series of experiments based on synthetic data sets. In particular, we considered two main families of experiments: while the former
is devoted to highlight the efficacy of the learning algorithm
in terms of the F-score in both a non-perturbed and noiseperturbed scenario, the main focus of the latter is to check
the stability of the fixed point reached during the Hopfield
network evolution, when various perturbations are injected
into the learned parameters.
5.1.1 Effectiveness of HoMCat in perturbed and non
perturbed scenarios.
The aim of the experiments is twofold: on the one hand we
want to check whether the proposed learning algorithm can
achieve F-score approaching 1 in case of separable patterns,
for a suitable selection of the number m of categories; on
the other hand, we want to stress the advantages emerging
by working with multiple categories, when weights and labels are affected by random perturbations. We run the optimization procedure of HoMCat (OptimizeParameters)
on a set of instances generated so as to guarantee perfect
separability when working with m categories (see Appendix
B for the generative process), and subsequently evaluate its
e < m of them. We conperformance on a lower number m
duct several experiments with different initial conditions.
The number of nodes is set to n = 2000 and the labeling

imbalance to ε = 0.01 (Sec. 2). We fix the number m of categories to {4, 6, 8}, and randomly draw initial values of parameters αk , for k ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Then we run the procedure
OptimizeParameters up to convergence. The F-score has
been estimated through 5-fold cross-validation techniques.
Fig. 3(a) shows the smooth histogram of the F-scores
obtained on 45 repetitions of the experiment with m = 8 and
e ∈ {4, 2, 1}. As expected, we observe that the learning prom
cedure is able to achieve values of F-score near equal to 1
only when the nodes are subdivided into 8 categories, while
the performance degrades as they are reduced in number,
e ≤ 2. In the meantill becoming indistinguishable when m
while, the high number of parameters to be learned, coupled
with an inadequate training set size, prevents the algorithm
to achieve F-score exactly equal to 1.
Furthermore, we analyzed how different parameter initializations may affect the attained F-score values. In Table 1 we report the mean and the standard deviation of the
F-score achieved across the 45 replicas with different random parameter initializations (for each value of m), and the
coefficient of variation, i.e. the ratio of standard deviation
to mean. We observe a small dispersion when choosing the
optimal number m = 8 of categories, with standard deviation value dropping significantly down, compared to those
obtained with other values of m, thus providing an indicator
of the robustness of the approach against various parameter
initializations. This is further accentuated by the coefficient
of variation, which is a more suitable indicator of variability
when the data to be compared have a different mean or order
of magnitude.
Finally, it is worth noting that the proposed iterative learning algorithm outperformed global maximization techniques
based on Nelder Mead, Differential Evolution, and Simulated Annealing [64] in a fraction of 3 out of 10 repetitions, while producing the same output on the remaining
ones (data not shown).
To confirm the benefit of working with more categories,
we checked the performance of the algorithm against random perturbations, by considering three different kinds of
noise, while maintaining the same experimental setting used
so far:

Table 1 Mean, standard deviation (std) and coefficient of variation
(CVar) of F-score values achieved by the learning procedure on 45
repetitions with different parameter initializations.
Measure

m=8

m=4

m=2

m=1

Mean
Std
CVar

0.9727
0.0243
0.0249

0.6408
0.0872
0.1361

0.5831
0.0918
0.1572

0.5717
0.0902
0.1579
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Fig. 3 Learning algorithm analysis. (a) Smooth Histogram of F-score values; (b-d) course of F-score values with regard to random perturbations
generated with noise model N1, N2, and N3, respectively, for a different number of categories.

N1: label switch. We randomly select a fraction f of points
and switch their labels, with f ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.05,
0.1}.
N2: label swap. We randomly select a fraction f of positive
points and swap their labels with randomly selected negative points, with f ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.
N3: weight noise. We add white noise to the weights Wi j with
a standard deviation σ ∈ {0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1}.
Figs. 3(b-d) show the course of F-scores as a function of the
perturbation level for the three kinds of noise N1, N2 and
N3, respectively. In all scenarios, the F-score ranking is preserved, with values of F-score increasing with the number of
categories. The enhancement in F-score when m = 8 is more
visible in Fig. 3(d), even though a similar trend is shown
also in Figs. 3(b) and (c). Moreover, in all the experiments
the improvements in F-score when larger number of categories is adopted is statistically significant (p-value < 10−5 ,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [63]). Furthermore, since when
injecting too much noise in a classification task we tend to
predict noise, the values of F-score become nearly indistinguishable for high perturbation levels (i.e. when f approaches 0.1 in Fig. 3(b) and 1 in Fig. 3(c)), but their differences still remain statistically significant.
Summarizing, these experiments confirm that when the
input space can be partitioned into meaningful categories,
m-Category Hopfield Networks can properly fit the data, improving performances in both noisy and noise-free scenarios.

5.1.2 Fixed point stability analysis.
In this section we check whether the fixed point reached during the evolution of the Hopfield network can be substantially affected by moderate perturbations of the estimated
parameters.
Given the set of nodes V (|V | = 3000), their bipartition
into positive and negative instances (V+ , V− ), the partition of
nodes into m ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} categories, and the vector of corresponding parameters (α1 , . . . , αm , λ ), we compute the initial labeling x̃x by extending (5) to V . Having also fixed the
labeling imbalance ε = 0.01 and the rate of labeled nodes
|S|/|V | ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, we generate a Hopfield network having x̃x as fixed point together with other randomly generated
patterns as allowed by its maximal capacity [26] (see Appendix B for details about the generation of the synthetic
data). After hiding the labels of nodes in U = V \S, we inject
into the parameters a zero mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.07, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5} and compute the corresponding F-score (8) on the labeled part S. We observe that the F-score value changes after
each perturbation, since for each node i ∈ S the corresponding internal energy Ai changes. Then, we let the perturbed
network evolve to a fixed point x 0u , clamping the state of neurons in S, and compute the perturbation in the reached fixed
point as the normalized Hamming distance dHe between x 0u
and x̃xu (sub-vector of x̃x having neurons in U), averaged on
200 repetitions of the dynamics. Given two vectors x 1 and x 2
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Fig. 4 Fixed point stability analysis. Course of: (a) fixed point perturbation (FPP), and (b) F-score vs. noise level σ ; (c) fixed point perturbation
with regard to F-score, for different |S|/|V | ratios.

of length n, dHe (xx1 , x 2 ) is defined as the Hamming distance
between x 1 and x 2 , divided by n.
Fig. 4 shows the results with m = 8 categories (similar
results are obtained for m = 2, 4, 6). Interestingly, we can
note that the perturbation of the fixed point and the corresponding F-score decay are negligible for reasonable noise
levels (σ < 0.04), and for larger noise levels the perturbation of the fixed point increases till a normalized Hamming
distance around 0.005, getting almost constant for σ > 0.1
(Fig. 4(a)). The F-score quickly decreases for σ ≥ 0.04
(Fig. 4(b)), since injecting noise with such standard deviations considerably changes the initial value of the parameters. More remarkably, we can observe a slight, and almost
constant, perturbation suffered by the fixed point in conjunction with very low values of F-score (Fig. 4(c)). Low
F-score values are frequent in real-world LPG problems,
where the lack of positive examples makes the learning tasks
very difficult for any learning algorithm, and the observed
property ensures in such cases robustness of the achieved
fixed point to parameter noise. Finally, as expected, the model
seems more robust to perturbations when the available prior
information increases (larger ratio |S|/|V |), indeed the lowest
fixed point perturbation is achieved when |S|/|V | = 0.7 for all
the considered noise levels.

5.2 Experiments with real-world data
5.2.1 Experimental Setup.
We applied our algorithm to the Automated protein Function
Prediction (AFP) problem, a challenging and central problem in computational biology [53, 50]. In this setting, nodes
represent proteins and connections their pairwise relationships deriving from different sources of information, including gene co-expression, genetic and physical interactions,
protein ontologies and phenotype annotations. In particular,
recent approaches focused on the multi-species AFP problem, relying on the availability of a collection of orthology

relationships across inter-species proteins [65, 41]. In this
context, the sets of proteins belonging to different species
constitute the different categories in the model, while the
classes to be predicted are the biomolecular functions of the
proteins. For instance, if we consider a network composed of
the proteins of two species of rodents, Mus musculus (house
mouse) and Rattus norvegicus (brown rat), mouse proteins
form the first and rat proteins the second category of the
model.
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed m-Category
Hopfield Network in the context of multi-species function
prediction problem, we considered at first two evolutionarily
related species, i.e. Danio rerio (a fish) and Xenopus laevis
(a frog) and then two (Escherichia coli, Salmonella enterica)
and three (Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Bacillus subtilis) species of Bacteria, thus obtaining models with
two and three categories (Sec. 3). We predicted the functional classes (terms) of the Gene Ontology (GO) [1], the
most used taxonomy for biomolecular functions, covering
three ontologies: Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function (MF) and Cellular Component (CC). In order to validate
our model on both balanced and unbalanced data, we considered two different experiments. In the first one, to predict
relatively unbalanced classes, we selected BP terms with annotated proteins (belonging to the positive class) ranging
from a minimum of 20 to a maximum of 200, obtaining a
set of 272 GO terms for the fish and the frog, and respectively 281 and 289 GO terms for the two species and three
species of bacteria. In the second experiment, on the same
networks we selected the BP terms with more than 200 annotations, obtaining 35, 49 and 50 total terms for the three
considered data sets.
5.2.2 Data.
At first, we collected data from the different databases reported in Table 2 to obtain different profiles for each protein. More precisely, each protein has been associated to a
binary feature vector, representing a protein profile, whose
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Table 2 Databases used to construct protein profiles and protein networks

Precision =

Protein domains and families
Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool
(database annotations)
Motif fingerprints
Protein families, domains and functional sites
Non-supervised Orthologous Groups
Protein domain
Manually curated keywords describing the
function of the proteins
Structural and functional annotations

Protein superfamilies [23]

elements are 1 when the protein is annotated for a specific
feature (e.g. includes a specific domain, or a specific motif), and 0 otherwise. Then the protein profiles have been
used to construct a set of similarity networks (one for each
data type) with edge scores based on the computation of the
classical Jaccard similarity coefficient between each possible pair of protein profiles, thus obtaining r = 8 different
protein networks.
The protein networks constructed according to the previously described steps have been integrated in a consensus
network using the Unweighted Average (UA) network integration scheme (see, e.g. [61]): the weight of each edge is
computed by averaging across the available r networks:
Wij =

1 r
∑ Widj
r d=1

(10)

TP
N+

where T P is the number of positive instances for c predicted
as positive, NP+ the total number of instances predicted as
positive, and N+ is the total number of positive instances
for the term c. Moreover, we also adopted the classical Area
Under the ROC Curve (AUC), pointing out that AUC by
definition is a metric not well-suited for unbalanced problems [68].
We also note that HoMCat is essentially a classifier, that
is it provides discrete predictions, and to compute the decision score for every neuron i ∈ U, necessary to compute
AUC and AUPRC, we adopted the approach proposed in [20,
22], where a score is computed on the basis of the internal
energy E|x̃xs ,i of the neuron i at the end of the dynamics (see
Sec. 4.2).
5.2.4 Model parameter selection.
In this section we report the results of the experiments we
conducted to evaluate the impact of parameter τ in equation (7) on the predictive capability of HoMCat. We compared the achieved average AUC, AUPRC and F-score on
the data set Bacteria2 by varying τ between 0.1 and 3 with
steps of 0.1. The overall results are shown in Fig. 5. Interestingly, while AUC just slightly varies with τ ,
AUPRC and F-score values increase till τ ' 2, then slightly
decrease with similar behavior. Experiments not reported
here show an analogous progressive decay for all the performance measures when τ > 3, showing that the adopted
membership functions (7) perform better than classical crisp
membership (corresponding to τ → ∞). Similar results have
been obtained also with the other considered data sets (Bacteria3 and Danxen – data not shown). Summarizing, in our

5.2.3 Performance metrics.

0.2

The generalization performances have been assessed through
a stratified 5-fold cross validation procedure, and to properly
take into account the unbalance that characterizes AFP problem, the evaluation of the performance has been measured in
terms of Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC)
and F-score, the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall.

0.0

0.4

where W i j is the weight of the integrated network and Widj
represents the weight associated to the edge (i, j) of the d th
network.
The resulting integrated network for Danio rerio and
Xenopus laevis (Danxen network) includes 6250 nodes (proteins) and about one million of edges, while the net with 2
species of bacteria (Bacteria2 network) includes 5313 nodes
and about 5 millions of edges, and the net with 3 species of
bacteria (Bacteria3) includes 10319 nodes and about 8 millions of edges. Data are downloadable from the web repository http://frasca.di.unimi.it/data/homcat.

Recall =

1.0

PROSITE [27]
SMART [33]

TP
,
NP+

0.8

Description

0.6

Database

PRINTS [3]
InterPro [45]
EggNOG [46]
Pfam [19]
Swiss-Prot [5]

Fixed a GO term c, Precision and Recall are defined as:
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Fig. 5 Mean AUC, AUPRC and F-score achieved by HoMCat on Bacteria2 data by varying the parameter τ . The horizontal dotted lines correspond to the maximum values achieved for each performance measure.
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Fig. 6 Mean AUC, AUPRC and F-score achieved on Danxen and Bacteria data sets. 20 − 200 corresponds to the setting with a number of positives
between 20 and 200, whereas > 200 represents the more balanced setting, with more than 200 positives.

experiments we found that the optimal value of τ is in the
interval [0.9, 2.2]. After tuning on a small subset of labeled
data, in our experiments we fixed τ = 1, 2, 2 respectively for
Danxen, Bacteria2 and Bacteria3 data sets.
5.2.5 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
We compared our method with several state-of-the-art competitors: GBA, an algorithm based on the guilt-by-association
principle [39]; GeneMANIA [44], the top method in the MouseFunc challenge [52]; MS-kNN [32], one of the top ranking
algorithm in the recent CAFA challenge [53]; LP, a semisupervised label propagation algorithm based on Gaussian
random fields, and its class mass normalized version LPCMN [70]; RW, the classical random walk algorithm without restart with at most 1000 random walk steps [36]; COSNet, a recently proposed algorithm for label prediction in
graph, which is explicitly designed to cope with the imbalance in the instance labeling [21]. Furthermore, to assess
the improvements introduced by partitioning proteins into

categories, we also apply a different version of HoMCat, in
which all the proteins are considered belonging to the same
category (named HoMCat-1c). In Fig. 6 we show the obtained results averaged across the considered GO terms and
in Fig. 7 the corresponding distribution for the dataset Bacteria2. In terms of average F-score, HoMCat significantly outperforms all the other methods (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
p-value = 10−5 ), in both balanced and unbalanced settings.
COSNet is almost always the second top method, whereas
very poor results are achieved by GAIN and both LP methods. The proposed method achieves also the best AUPRC
results (p-value = 10−3 ) in all the experiments, except for
Danxen 20-200 data, where it is the second top method.
HoMCat obtains also the best AUC results when balanced
setting are considered, and also on Bacteria2 20-200 data
set. GBA and LP methods obtain the best AUC performance
on unbalanced Bacteria3 and Danxen data sets respectively.
It is worth noting that most of the compared algorithms,
such as LP, LP-CMN and RW, are not inherently imbalanceaware, and this partially explains their poor performance in
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Fig. 7 Boxplots showing the performance distribution of the compared methods over classes with the Bacteria2 dataset. The first row shows results
relative to classes having from 20 to 200 positive examples (20-200), the second row results for classes with more than 200 positives (> 200).
AUC (a: 20-200, d: > 200), AUPRC (b: 20-200, e: > 200) and F-score ( c: 20-200, f: > 200).

terms of both F-score and AUPRC. This also explains why
the same methods perform much better in terms of AUC,
that is a measure which does not properly take into account
the labeling imbalance (see [68] for further details). Moreover, these methods are rankers, that is they only provide for
each node a membership score for the class being predicted,
and this also may cause a decay in performance in terms
of F-score. On the other hand, COSNet is a binary classifier, and this explains why it achieves better performance in
terms of F-score than in terms of AUPRC and AUC.
Furthermore, we observe remarkable improvements for
HoMCat when compared with classical HNs; indeed GAIN
is the worst method in almost all the considered settings.
Even when compared with COSNet, another algorithm based
on Hopfield networks, our method always performs better.
Finally, HoMCat achieves significantly better results than
HoMCat-1c in both balanced and unbalanced settings (pvalue = 10−3 ), showing that exploiting meaningful prior partitions of input instances may largely improve the predictive
capability of the model. Indeed, HoMCat-1c is the third or
the fourth method in the majority of the experiments, and in
terms of AUC is among the worst methods.

6 Conclusions
The partition of network nodes into categories, i.e. groups
of related instances not attributable to the classes to be predicted, can be exploited to improve predictions in graph-

based node label learning problems. Such problems arise
naturally from the analysis of real-word data, including multispecies protein function prediction problems and personalized medicine.
To this end, we first introduced a new model of Hopfield
network to embed node categories, namely the m-Category
Hopfield Network, then we designed a novel algorithm, HoMCat, which can exploit prior partitions of input data on account of specific instance properties and also manage the
imbalance between positive and negative instances.
We proved that the dynamics of this model converges
to a stable state of the m-Category Hopfield Network (minimum of the corresponding energy), and we showed that the
time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of
nodes and categories when the graph is sparse. Moreover,
our experiments suggest that the dynamics of the network
usually converges after few iterations of node updates.
Experimental results in the context of multi-species function prediction problems show that HoMCat improves the
performance of the base model with no partition of input
instances, and favorably compares with several state-of-theart algorithms for node label prediction in graph-structured
data. Moreover the experimental results obtained with synthetic data show that the partition of input instances into
multiple categories can induce noise resiliency and improve
the stability of the underlying Hopfield network.
In perspective this approach can be extended also to cases
where categories are partially or completely not known a
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priori, by inferring them from the data, e.g. through properly selected or designed unsupervised or semi-supervised
methods. Moreover, we plan to extend HoMCat to multilevel functional classes, by exploiting the theory of Generalized Hopfield networks [71] which replaces bi-level activation function with their multilevel counterparts.

Appendix A Convergence proof
The following fact adapts the convergence proof for Hopfield networks
with neuron activation values {sin α , − cos α } [21] to the case with
m ≥ 2 categories of neurons V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm , each with a different couple
of activation values {sin αk , − cos αk }, for neurons belonging to category Vk .
Fact 5. A m-Category Hopfield Network H = W , b , α1 , . . . , αm , λ
with neurons V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and asynchronous dynamics (1), starting from any given network state, eventually reaches a stable state at a
local minimum of the energy function.
Proof. We observe that the energy (2) is equivalent to the following
E(xx) = −

n
1 n
Wi j xi x j + ∑ xi λi
∑
2 i, j=1
i=1

(11)

During the iteration t + 1, each unit i is selected and updated according
to the update rule (1). To simplify the notation we set xi0 = xi (t + 1)
and xi = xi (t). If the unit i does not change its state, then the energy
of the system does not change as well, and we set xi0 = xi . Otherwise,
the network reaches a new global state x 0 = (x1 , . . . , xi0 , . . . , xn ) having
energy E(xx0 ). Since by definition Wii = 0, the difference between E(xx0 )
and E(xx) is given by all terms in the summation (11) which contain xi0
and xi , that is
!!
E(xx0 ) − E(xx) = −

∑
0

(xi0 − xi )

∑

(xi0 − xi )Bi

xi 6=xi

=−

xi0 6=xi

n

∑ Wi j x j − λi



j=1

(12)

where Bi = ∑nj=1 Wi j x j − λi . The factor 1/2 disappears from the computation because the terms Wi j xi x j appear twice in the double summation
in (11). If Bi > 0, it means that xi0 = sin αbi and xi = − cos αbi (see (1));
since 0 ≤ αbi < π2 , (xi0 − xi ) > 0 and E(xx0 ) − E(xx) < 0. If Bi < 0, it
means that xi0 = − cos αbi and xi = sin αbi and again E(xx0 ) − E(xx) < 0.
If Bi = 0, the energy value does not change after the update. Hence the
energy (11) is a monotonically decreasing function. Moreover, since
the connections Wi j are non negative, the energy E is lower bounded
by the value

n n 
ELB = − ∑ ∑ sin(αbi ) sin(αb j )Wi j − λi

(13)

i=1 j=1

and the dynamics is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point, corresponding to a local minimum of the energy.

Appendix B Generative process for synthetic data
We provide here detailed information about the generative process of
the two families of experiments on synthetic data described in Sec. 5.1.
The generator used in the experiments is available from the authors
upon request.
The main prerequisite to perform the first family of experiments
is the generation of separable patterns. For this purpose we decided

to work in the ∆ space, where each node i ∈ V is mapped in a 2mdimensional point ∆ (i) ≡ {∆1+ (i), ∆1− (i), . . . , ∆m+ (i), ∆m− (i)} where:

∆k+ (i) = ∑ wi j ,
j∈Vk

∩S+

∆k− (i) = ∑ wi j ,

k = 1, . . . , m

(14)

j∈Vk ∩S−

and, according to the notation used throughout the paper, Vk is the kth category, S+ (resp. S− ) the set of positive (resp. negative) labeled
instances, and Wi j the weight connecting nodes i and j.
Namely, after having fixed a labeling imbalance ε , we randomly
generated a set of n points ∆ (i) in the unitary hypercube, partitioned
them into m categories according to their Euclidean similarity in the
∆ space. Then we drew αk uniformly for each category k, and computed the threshold λ guaranteeing the correct labeling imbalance, i.e.
satisfying the following equation:
!
n
m

nε
+
−
HS
sin
α
∆
α
∆
λ
=
(15)
(i)
−
cos
(i)
−
k k
k k
∑
∑
ε
+1
i=1
k=1
where HS is the Heaviside step function, i.e. HS(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0, 0
otherwise.
We run the proposed learning algorithm starting with m categories,
e<m
and subsequently evaluated its performance on a lower number m
of them. Although other strategies could be adopted, the decision of
working directly in the ∆ space was motivated by the need of exerting more control on the construction of separable instances. We
e of categories to be investigated as a divisor of
select the number m
e = 2 we may easily
m. For instance, in case m = 4, by choosing m
consider the reduced ∆ space obtained by associating to node i the
point {∆1+ (i)+ ∆2+ (i), ∆1− (i)+ ∆2− (i), ∆3+ (i)+ ∆4+ (i), ∆3− (i)+ ∆4− (i)}
which, in turn, can be coupled with two parameters (α1 and α2 ) out
of four. Of course, in order to preserve the concept of category, this
aggregation should be performed by merging together the most similar categories, where similarity is again defined in terms of Euclidean
metric in the ∆ space.
given the set of nodes V , partitioned into positives V+ and negatives V− , the vector b partitioning V in m disjoint categories and the
corresponding parameters (α1 , . . . , αm , λ ), we compute the initial labeling x̃x as follows:

sin αbi if i ∈ V+
x̃i =
(16)
− cos αbi if i ∈ V−
Then, by exploiting the associative memory functionality of the Hopfield network, we generated the weight matrix W through the naive
Hebbian rule [25] in order to store the pattern x̃x, i.e. x̃x becomes a fixed
point of the dynamics [26]. Moreover, to make the convergence to x̃x as
much complex as possible and hence to amplify the fixed point perturbations, we learned the weights W in order to store also other µ randomly generated patterns with the same label imbalance ε = |V+ |/|V− |,
where µ ' 0.13|V | is the capacity of the network when trained with the
naive Hebbian rule. Then, after having hidden the labels for a subset
U ⊂ V chosen according to the fixed |S|/|V | ratio, for each value of the
standard deviation σ modulating the injected noise, we run the network
restricted to U till convergence and finally we measure the perturbation
of the attained stable state with respect to x̃xu .
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